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SUMMARY ------- 

This report presents the results of experimental 
measurements of the damping derivative coefficient sw for 

constant chord rigid wings of various aspect ratios having 
sweepback an&es of zero and 45'. 

The results for the rectangular wings show substan- 
tial agreement with the unsteady aerofoil theory developed by 
vr.P. JonesJ2) The dependence of sw upon frequency parameter 
is as given by theory and is much less than for two-tiension- 
al flow, but the numerical results are approximately 10 per 
cent below the theoretical. This is attributed to the large 

trailing edge angle 22' of the N.A.C.A. 0020 section used for 
the model aerofoils. 

The effect of sweepback is to decrease the numerioal 

value of s w, but this effect is much less pronounced for low 
than for high aspect ratios. For aspect ratios 5 and 3 

the numerical value is greater than would be given by a factor 
of proportionality equal to the cosine of the angle of sweep- 
back, 

The measurements were corrected for tunnel interfer- 
ence by a method based on the theoretical work of !"!.P.Jones. (1) 

----0000000---- 

%.eport on experimental work carried out in 
the second year of a two-year course at the 

College of Aeronautics, Cranfield. 
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coefficient of i' in equation of motion (6). 
coefficient of i in equation of motion (6). 
lift coefficient. 
wing chord. 
coefficient of z in equation of motion (0. 

coefficient in equatron of motion (6). 
forcing frequency. 
natural frcqdency of oscillation of acrofod 

plus rig. 
resonant frequency of oscillation of aerofoll 

plus r1g. 
natural frequency of oscillation of cquivalcnt 

mass plus rig. 
resonant frequency of oscillation of cquivalat 

mass plus ris. 
forcing displnccment. 
amp1itud.c of forcing displacement. 
Mach number. 
oquivnlcnt ma5 3 of acrofoil plus rig. 
set auxiliary equation (7). 
an,dar frcqucncy of oscillation, 
Reynolds number. 
se0 equations ( 8) and ( 9). 
ving area. 

3~0 oqmtions (8) and (IO). 

time. 

wind spcccl. * 
velocity of aerofoil norm11 to planform. 
aerodynemu force normal to planform. 
acroclyncmic damping derivative. 

aerodymmic inertia derivative. 
displaccmcnt of ncrofoil no-1 to planform. 

see equation (15). 

amplitude of oscillation of aerofoil. 
amplitude of resonant oscillation of aerofoil. 

non-dimcneional damping derivntive. 

non-dimensional inertia derivative. 

vnng incidence 
omplitudc cocfficicnt in equation ( 11). 
soe equation (13). 



spring stiffnesses. 

medmnical velocity damping coefficient. 
kinematic viscosity of air. 
air density. 
time for free osoillntions to decay to half 

cmplitude. 
phase difference in equation (11). 
frequency pimmeter. 
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§ (2) Introduction 

The purpose of this experiment was to measure the 
damping derivative z m for rigid wzngs oscillating with sunple 
harmonic motion. The win&s tested covered a range of aspect 

0 ratios with swccpback angles of zero and 45 . 

%rk on unsteady acrofo~l theory has largely been 

confxncd to investigations of the two-dimensional flnt plate 
acrofoil, and the results of thcso theories Lave shown good 
agreement ?ath the limited czzzerimcntal data available. 

Fairly recently three-duwnsionzl flat plate acrofoil 
thcorics have been developed. using one such theory V.P.Jones 
has made a very full thooretioal investigation of rectangular 
vings (2) of aspect ratios 4 on3 6. The MO& herein gives the 
result of experimental mzaswcments on rectangular wingc of 
aspect ratios 5, I+ and 3 and should therefore form an Inter- 
esting comparison -:rith theory. In addition results arc GIvcn 

for wings of aspect ratios 5 and 3 having sweepback angles of 

45O. Although the maximum Reynold's number of test is low 
these results should be of considerable practical interest as 

it is believed they are the first to be obtained for swept 
wings. 

hn intcrcsting result of three-dimcnnional theory is 
that for wing; of moiierntc or loi-r aspect ratlo (say belw 6) 
the acrodynzxic damping dtirivntives are mu;h l*ss strongly 
dcpendcnt on the value of the frcqucncy paramctzr than in the 
ixc-dimensional case. Provided this is establxhed by cxpori- 
ncnt vo my concltiac 'hot in flutter calculations in whxh 
tbzrce-dincnsional effects are allowd for,nuch less error mill 
be involved v&n the initial ass&d value of the froquoncy 
parawtor differs from the v‘aluc of the frequency paranctcr a.3 
found by subsequent solution of the flutter cquntion. 



6 (3) The Measurement of Unsteady derofoil Derivatives 

8 (3.1) Methods of Eieasting zw 

Two fundamental methods exist for the messurcncnt of 
the derivative ccefflcicnts of an oscillating aerofoil. One 
method consists of studying the free oscillations of a spring 
restrained system, whilst the other method consists of studying 
the farced oscill-tions of such a system. 

In the present case the latter ,xthod was employed. 
Partly this wns because the experimentnl rig had previously 
been designed for this method, but, in addition, this method 
presents advantages not possessed by the free danpkg method. 

In the free &ping Lxthcd the systcil is displrced 
from its equilibrium, posltion and the free oscillations of the 
system are recorded. Fro13 the frequency and rate of deccy of 
the oscillations can be rleduocd the forces acting on the system. 
The rclntivcly high rate of denping of the oscillation presents 
both practical and theoretical difficulties. It prevents a 
study of the influcncc of ,anplitudc of oscillation on the aero- 
dyxmic forces, but, nore important still, the conditions of 
test do not then conform with the conditions nssmzed in the 
theory. These oonditions arc (a) that the motion is sinple 
harmonic with oonstnnt ~xplitudc end (b) that the notion has 
persisted for a long period of tlnc so thst all transient 
effects have deoaycd. The forcing method, on the other hand, 
pernits the ~plitudc of the oscilhtion to be varied as 
dcsircd and also, nithin cxpcrimentd limits, permits pure 
simple harmonic oscillations to bo maintained indefinitely. 

3 (3.2) Theory of the Forced Oscillntionsofnspring Restrnrned 
System with Velocity Dsmping. 

Diaarsmnatic Sketch of Forcing System 
(See also Fig. 1) 



The aerofoil A is rigidly fixed at right angles to a rlgid 
rectangular frme,vtiich is supported by two pairs of equal 
swinging linlcs,so that the plan c of i.hc from is nlmyn pcrpen- 

dicuhr to the oxis of the wind tunnel, but the frame is free 
to nave laterally. The frame is connected at one end to a 

Spring S, and at the other end to a spring S2. The sprmg 

s 1 i; in turn 3ttacllcd to a fixed support B, 77hilst 1,he 

spring S2 1s attached to a sli&cr C. This slider, 8:hlch is 

iirlvcn by an eccentric D, osclllatcs mth 3 s?.mplc hamonbz 

notion. The geomtric mcidence of the aorofoil 1s a.kr~~s 

mro. Let 

4 = 
& = 
z = 
a = 
A, = 
h* = 
f = 
fN = 
v = 

P = 

displacemnt of sliclm C from central posltmn. 
azlplitude of duplncemnt of slider C. 
displacemnt of acrofoil A frm ccntrd position. 
effective mass of aerofoll, fmm and spring system. 
stiffness of spring S,. 
stiffness of spring S2. 
frequency of oeclllation of slider C. 
natural frcqucncy of oscitlntion of system. 

wind speed. 
viscous nechmid. dmping of rig minus nerofod. 

“1~ ham, 
P= 4 sin 27tft . . . . . . . . . . . ..*......a (1) 

Thz static restoring force due to'the tlisplacemcnt of the 
springs is, 

h , z -A,@-,) 

and neglecting the inertm of the sprmgs, substitution from 

equation (I) gives a dynmiic restoring force, 

= ‘(h, l A,)2 - h, 2! sm 2xft . . . . . . . . . . . . ...(2) 

The equation of notion is therefore, 

(57 - 2,)'; + (p - ZTv)i t (h, + 3)s =A, ? sin 2nft . ...(3) 

For comenienco VIC may write, 

5. = R - 2;. 
G = P - z,., 
2=h t x . . . . . ..L............. (4) 1 2 
&h,i! 

1 
p, c 2xf . . . . . . . . . ..*......... (5) 

Then our cqmtion of motion is, 

2i'+Si+F3z = 3sinpt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (6) 

/Free . . , 
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Free or Transient Motion 

The free or trmment motion of the systm LS ob- 

tained by putting $ = 0. 

Fran (6) we obtain the nuxiliary equation, 

2 1.12 + ii m + 2 = 0 . . ..*....*.......*... (7) 

Nov, provided, 

-i7e have, 
m = r+is 

where r rind s arc both real, 

. . . . . . . . . . ..*........ (8) 

and 

..,.,......*....,.... (9) 

The free notion of the syste:1 is therefore given by 

z=i.e x-t sin (St-$) . . . . . . * . . . . . . . . . . . . . . (11) 

whcrc a and ,@ arc constant fixed by the irutial conditions. 

The ne.tural frcqucncy of the oscillation of the 

system is given by, 
3 

. . . . . . ..(12) 

Further, let 

Q= ratio of dispk.omcnt 
% 

at tmc t = t, 

I 

. . ..(13) 
to displacenont st +T at tix~e t = t,+T 

1 

T = periodu tine = 1, 
% 

Then, 

a= .*=cfl 

. . . loge a = - ?I! 

i.e. log, 4 q 
P - &,, 

2(E-z*) fN 

. . . . . . . . . ..(14) 

/ The . . . 
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The quantity logc'c is temed the 'logarithmic decrement'. 

steaay State Porccd Motion 

Lftcr ca.%cncing to force the aerofoil system with 
a steady frequency f the rlotion vi11 consist of n transrent 
pnrt and FI steady part. The transient part has been analysed 
above and It is seen that, as its none implies, it dways with 
the, eventually beconing negligible. 

The stondy state motion of the system is obtained from 
the partxular integral of the equation of notion. 

Let, 
z = z, sin pt + z2 cos pt . . . ...*.... . . . ..(15) 

Substituting from (15) into (6) gives, 

- 2 p* (z, sin pt + z2 cos pt) + *b p (z, co3 pt - z2 sin pt) 

+ C2 (2, sin pt + z2 cos pt) s 2 sin pt . . . . . . . . ..(16) 

Equating coefficients, 

("c -Zp 2) z, - "b 

^b p z, + (k&J*) 

P z2 = 2 
I 

. . . . . . . . . . . . ..(17) 

z2 
q 0 

Hence, 

z, = 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(18) 

z* = 

Nov let us vsnte, 

z = Z sin (pt -c) 

3 = '! sin pt cost - i sue 00s pt 
. . . . . (19) 

Equating the coefficients of sin pt and cos pt in (15) 

and (19) we have, 

z1 = z cosc$ 

.I 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(*o) 

z* = - i sine 

Squaring and adding we obtain 
2 2 z, + z2 = i2 

Hence, substituting for z, ana z2 from (la), 

z I 2 . . . ..*.... .(21) 
(2-2p2)2 + (6p)2 

LWmlly . . . 



Finally, substituting from (4) and (5) into (21 

;=jyz&iq] 

1, 

. I.. . . , . . . (22) 

The amplitude of the steady state oscillation ia given by the 
above equation, The frequency af the oscillation is equal to 
the forcing frequency f, 

Resonance 

From equation (22) it will bc observed that the 
smplitude z of the aercfcil depends on the forcing frequency 
f. The frequency for :-rhich 2, is a maximum is termed "5 
resonant frequency. 

Denote the resonant frequency by fR and the rcs- 
cnant amplitude by -&. Then it canbe shovm, by differentia- 

Substituting fR from (23) for f in (22) we obtain, 

. . . . . . . . . ..*..(24) 

wherewe have used the value of fN from (12). 

Evaluation of the non-dimensional derivatives -zF, and z +, , 

From the above expressions we can obtain formulae for 
the evaluation of the derivatives zw and z+, whvhlch arc def- 
incd 35, z 

*w 
=w 

PVS 

/Derivative ,.. 
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Derivative Coefficient Zig. 

Rearranging equation (24) we have, 

i.e. I 
“W =-pvs 

. . . . . . . . . ..(25) 

The determination of u is described later. 

Derxvative Coefficient z+~ . 

In equation (23) the 

pared with the term ' L 
if-z. w 

Now if we replace the acrofoil by a mass having a negligxblc 
derivative 2. we oan write, w 

P-Z 
term nr 

IT-Z 
is negligible com- 

+? 
and hence iire may write, 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..a.... (26) 

*.,......,.........., (27) 

where f' 1s R the corresponding resonant frequency with the 

vsing repl.accd by an cquivalcnt mass. 
Then from (26 and (27) 

'\A+‘"2 Z,${ = - 
4x2 

-& . . . . ..h) 

Rig DampinK Coefficient II. 

, 
From (11) we have that if z equals time for the 

free oscillation to die to half amplitude, 

/Substituting . . . 
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Substituting for r fran (9) and putting Zw = !Za, i 0 
&T 

2 = em 

. 
. . log, 2 = & 7 

i.e. p = " loge 2 

or ~= 1.386Iti 
‘c 

. . . ..*............... (29) 

8 (4) Apparatus 

8 (4.1) Description of Apparatus 

iii (4.1.1) The Tunnel 

The tests were done in the College of Aeronautics 
No.3 Vind Tunnel. This tunnel, which is of Gelman origin, 
is of the Eiffcl type and has a closed working scction of 
23 in. x 16& in. The practicable speed range is from about 
50 f.p.s. to 200 f.p.s. 

During 194.6 nnd 1949 considerable modifications 
were made to the tunnel to improw its characteristics. 
Dcspitc the improvements made, the characteristics of the 
tunnel are still poor. The flow in the working section is 
very unsteady ,md, particularly nt high operating speeds, there 
is a marked irregular fluctuation of the wind speed which can- 
not bc manually controllcd satisfactorily. 

8 (4.1.2) The Porcinn Rig 

The aerofoil is cnrricd by a rectangular frsmctrork 
comprising +x6 horizontal streamline struts rivettcd at each 
end to verticnl tube mcmbcrs (set Fig.1). - This rectangular 
framework is supported from a rigid steel framework surround- 
ing the tunnel by D. set of radius arms. The geometry of the 
rig ensures pure tmnslationd motion of the acrofoil for 
sxdl dlsplaocncnts frcnn the central position. + To reduce 
friction to a minimum spring hinges CIV employed. One end 
of the fr3mo is anchor4 to a rigid support through a coiled 
spring, whilst the other end is connected through a coiled 
spring to the slider of a crosshead. This slider is driven 
through a bnll and soclcct joint by an infinitely variable throw 

/eccentric ,.. 

ti Even for large displacements there is no change of 
inoidcncc. 
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eccentrx driven by an electric motor. 

The whole of this equipment is mounted on a very rigid 
structure of steel Joists firmly anchored to the concrete 
floor. 

Provision is made for attaching a clock gauge to the 
fixed crosshead guide, SO enabling the stroke of the cross- 
head slider to be measured. Mcasurcment of the forcing fre- 
qumcy is mde by an ordinary ElLlrk IV B Engine R.P.N. Indio- 
ator geared to the forcing notor. 

8 (4.1.3) The Amplitude Scale 

The onplitude of oscillation of the aerofoil is 
measured by observing the deflection of a besm of light. 
The beam of light shines on n sxdl mirror attached to one of 
the radius arms carrying the ncrofoil rig, and the reflected 
tige of the light is ar~~angcd to fall on a scale calibrated 
to read in l/100 of an inch displaccmcnt. To facilitate 
rapid 3rd easy measurement the sonle cnrries two aluminium 
riders which can bc set to record the amplitude of oscillntion 
of the light image. 

§ (4.1.4) Ncasurcmcnt of '71nd Speed 

The wind speed is inensured by a Prandtl Manometer 
connected to a static hole in the roof of the working section. 

8 (4.1.5) The Aerofoil Ho;lcls 

Details of the aerofoil models are given below. 
Aerofoil section IiACA 0020. 
Wing chord 3.75 ins. 
Unswept v!ings 
Planform Rectangular. 
Aspect Ratios 3,4 ana 5. 
Swept 17ings 

Planform Sweepback = 45' 
Taper Ratio = 2~1. 

Aspect Ratios 3 ana 5. 

8 (4.2) Calibration of Apparatus 

§ (4.2.3) Frequency Indxator 

The Engine R.P.H. Indxator used for measuring I& 
forcing frequency was cdibratcd over the required frequency 
r,mge by means of a revolution counter end stop watch. The 
indicator ws.s found to be accurate to rrithin about 2 1 per cent. 
This was about the order of a~curaoy possible cwing to the 

/ddficulty . . . 



diffzculty of maintaining constant frequency of the forcing 

motor. 

6 (4.2.2) -1 'Imd Speed 

The Prandtl bianametcr used for measuring the wind 
speed was calibrated against the velocity in the centre of 
the working section. For this purpose a pitot-static tube 

VGS placed in the centre of the working section and connected 
to a Bete Manometer. 

6 (4.2.3) Spring Stiffnesscs 

The stiffnesscs of the coiled springs ~fere measured 
by hanging wights from the springs and measuring the &?fkC- 

tions with a pair of Vernier calipcrs, It was established 
that the stiffness of each spring VW constant over the xorking 
deflection. 

6 (5) Dotoils of Test 

d (5.1) Experimental Proocdwc 

g (5.1.1) Preliminary Iwcstinations 

It follows from dimensional analysis that the dcri- 
vntivc coefficients of an acrofoil oscillating wxth simple 
harmonic motion may depend oni- 

(a) Reynolds number, R. 
(b) Mach nmber, XI. 
(c) Frequency paraxtcr, U. 
(Ci) Amplitude pnra.mcter, f . 

Bccausc the limitations of the tunnel nre such that a Mnch 
nmbcr of about 0.2 cannot be exceeded it XLS foreseen that 
no ncasurablc hfach nwbcr cffccts wro to be expected. In 
view of this it wts &xi&d that the cxportix!ntzl work 
should be plnnrxd to mecsurc t'ne influence of R, w and f 

on the acrodydc dcrivativc coefficients. 

It WLS also anticipated that the influence of the 
z 33plitudc parameter, c , should be small an& in consequence, 

the preliminary tests were dcslgnd to check this belief. 
The resu.Lts of these tests confirwd that the effect of the 

l4 .wplitude pz-tcr is negligible, at least up to c equal 
to about 0.15. 

The above results enabled CL simple test progxwmne 
to be devised to LICXU-c the effects of both Reynolds number 
and frequency poraaotcr. 

/The . . . 
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The Reynolds number range was governed by the maximums and 
mininw;l practicable wind speeds. The upper speed limit was 
fixed by the maximum safe tunnel sped, whilst the lower speed 
limit was fixed by considerations of accuracy of measurement of 
the resonant mplitude. 

At low wind speeds the ~crodynam~c damping, which is 
roughly proportional to the wind velocity, becorles relatively 
small. The effect of this is to make the amplitude versus 
frequency relationship very 'pesky' close to the resonant 
frequency, and, in practice, it is found impossible to maintain 
the forcing frequency sufficiently near the true resonant fre- 
qucncy to obtain an accurate measure of the resonant amplitude 
of oscillation. 

The range of the frequency parameter is ddermincd, as 
above, by the wind speed range 2nd also by the practicable 
range of spring stiffnesscs. The upper spring stiffness, and 
hcnoe the maximum value of the frequency parameter, was ftied 
by the maximum SC& stress that could be taken by the moving 
elements of the rig. The lower spring stiffness, and hence 
the minimum value of the frequency parameter, was fixed by 
con'siderations of accuracy of mcasuroncnt of the resonant 
amplitude. 

With the lower spring stiffness the unsteady flow ir. 
the wcrrking section cnuscd severe irregular fluctuations in 
the oscillatory motion of the aerofoil, thus mlking it diffi- 
cult to measure accurately the resonant nmplitudc of oscillation. 
Vith the stiffer springs this problem rvas still encountcrd, 
but to n much less mark& extent. In passing it may be noted 
that attempts to rrzasurc the lift curve slope for steady flow 
proved abortive in account of this self sane difficulty. 

3 (5.1.2) FinalExpcrir.~entd Procedure 

The experience gained in the course of the prclin- 
imry investigations, descrzbed above, enabled a systematic 
tost procedure to be d&is&t. This procedure is briefly out- 
lined below. 

The particular nerofoil under test was set at zero 
incidence relative to the loccl airflow by a process of trial 
and error. For each condition of test the forcing amplitude 
was pre-set to give an estimated amplitude of oscillation of 
the aerofoil equal to about 0.8 in. This amplitude was 
chosen as it enabled a fairly high percentage accuracy to be 
achieved in the measurement of the resonant amplitude, whilst 

/at the . . . 
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at the same time avoiding all likelihood of partial spring 

closure. 
The tunnel was run at a series of wind speeds, usxng 

each set of springs in turn, and at eaoh speed the forcing 
nlrplitude and the resonant amplitude were measured. 

The measurcmcnt of the rcsonnnt amplitude at each 
wind speed xx taken with great w.re, One operntor controlled 
the wind speed, whilst n second operator controlled the forcing 

frequency. It w.s found impossible to maintain the farcing 
frequency exactly constant for any period of time, but it was 
observed that there was a tendency for the forcing frequency 

to increase slowly with time, This feature was put to use 

by initially setting the forcing frequency slightly below the 

resonant frequency. Vith the passage of tune the forcing 
frequency gradually increased, eventually passxng through the 

resonant frequency. The third operator observed the amplitude 
of oscillation of the acrofoil as indicated by the oscillating 
bcom of light, ad. mensurcd the resonant amplitude by setting 

the aluminium markers to record the m,xd.mum displacements of 
the beam of light. 

The success of this method dopcndod on the forcing 

frequency increasing suf'ficicntly slowly to ponint the ampli- 
tudc of oscillation of the acrofoil to reach the resonant 
amplitude corresponding to steady forcing, As the rate of 
incrcnso of the forcing frequency wxs not directly controllable 
the above procedure was repented several times at each i,ind 
speed so as to ensure that tho true resonant frequency was 
obtain&. In the cast of the lowest dncl sped where the 

dampmng was i-datively small It was in feet strongly suspected 
that the true resonant frequency wzs not always obtained. 

3 (5.1.3) Moasurcmont of the Rip Dnmping Coefficient II 

Thcorctically the damping cocl'f~ciont p can bo 
mcasurcd cithor by a frco daiiping method or by a forced 

oscillation method. In fl (3) it ws.s explain& that for the 
mcasurtmont of the damping coefficient zw the forcing method 
constituted the bettor method, but for the measurement of p 

the free clvnping mcthoil is bcttcr. Fund3lilontnlly this is 
bocausc of tho much snallcr magnitude of p as compamd 
I-nth z 

w l 
The effect of this is twofold. Firstly, the 

amplitude-frequency relationship 1s extremely 'pesky', w?th 
the result that accurate Illcasurcnznt of the resonant ampli- 
tude is n practiccl inpossibility. Secondly, the required 
forcing amplitude vrould be so small tkzt the poroontngc 

/accuracy ,.. 
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accuracy in its measurement would necessarily be low. 

To measure g the aerofoil was replaced by an 
equivalent mass having negligible aerodynamic damping. This 

was achieved by using a rectangular bar placed with Its largest 
dimension parallel to the streamline struts of the aerofoil 
mounting. 

The system was displaced from Its equilibrium posi- 
tion and the time for the ensuing oscillatory motion to die to 

half amplitude was measured. The damping coefficient p was 

measured in this wsy for each set of springs. 

It ws.s found. that the springs gave rise to the major 
portion of this mechanical ming. 

s (5.2) Ax&nis of Neasurcmcnts 

In g (3) it 1s shown that 

1 
z 

w . =-p-E 

I 

2.2 -p 

2x g fN 
3 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..u130) 

3+$ .I I 

i .I 

1 s*=-- -- - - 
w 47x2 f; ff 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(31) 
PSC 

v = 1.386 ii . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..(32) 
z 

2XfRC 
w = F= 7 . . . . . . . ..*........... (33) 

Using the test procedure described ab.bwc; cdl the 
quantities on the right hana sules of these equations can be 

mcasurcd. Theoretically it is therefore possible to find 
the values of both the derivative cocfficxnts zw and z+ 
as function3 of W. Hovrevcr the max11~lum difference between 

fR nna f' R is less than 1 per cent. This is tho order of 

accuracy to which the frcqucncy can be measured experimentally 
and it mill thorcfore be apparent from inspection of equation 

@l)that thx method of mcasurlng I+ is cntircly impraotic- 
able in the prcsent instance. 

Ewluation of z w 
In Figs. (2) to g) the observations are plotted 

2. in the form of curves of Y against v . Unique curves are 

obtnincd for caoh spring, which src independent of the res- 
onant amplitude of oscillation bcoause, as explained in 
8 (5.1.1), the damping cicrivativc zw is found to be indopcn- 

dent of the x1plitudc p9ramctor. 

A? ram . . . 
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1 From these curves the quantity 7 G--=- 

be obtained imncdiately. Substitution of this value in 
equation(30) enables E,,+ to be calculated when h,, fN, p, V, 
s and p are lalown. The rig damping coefficient p is 
obtained from cquation(32). 

Evaluation of the frequency parameter w by cqua- 
tion(33) enables curves of z to bc plotted against W. 
These &cves are given in Wgz. (7) 2nd (8) whcrc no correction 
has been made to zw for the effects of tunnel interference. 
The method of corrcctlng for tunnel ixterfcrcnoc 1s desoribcd 
in the next section (i (6) ). 

A method of correcting ti measured derivative 
coefficients of an oscillating ncrofoil for the effect of 
tunnel intcrfcrence has been given by W.P.Joncs in R. and M. 
,9,2(l). The labour involved in making even a single corr- 
ootion is vory large, but fortunately investigation of a 
specific oaec shwcd that tho interference effects on all the 
dcrivativcs decreases rapidly ~1s the frequency parameter 
incrcasos from zero, and becomes negligible when the frequency 
paxmeter is grentcr than unity. This invcstlgation was done 
by W.P. Jones for a ease rou&ly equivalent to the present 
serxs of tests, and, in the light of his conclusions, a 
particularly simple method of correcting for tunnel interfer- 
cncc has been devised. 

The ourvce of zvf 

back t"acW = O* 

ngainst w arc extr3polat;daCL 

L 
Nm4 for w = 0 we have that z~, = - 2 x , 

whcrc r is the lift owxc slope for steady flow. Hence 

z n for w = 0 can be corrected for tunnel intcrfcrcncc by 
means of the standard methods of correcting for lift curve 
slope in stcndy flow. Now, another result of the thcorctical 
work done by W.P. Jones is that over the ran@ w = 0 to 
w z 0.5 the relationship between zvr and w is vory nearly 
lincor. This,couplcd with the fact that the tunnel intcrfor- 
cnoc effect can be considered emCall for w = 0.5, enables ue 
to fix the corrected values at w = 0 and at w q 0.5, nt 
lc3s.t approxtilatcly. Uexng then the fact that the relation- 
ship bctwxn z w and w is linoar,we may construct a curve 
of z w agninst w. 

This procedure has been used to obtain the results 
given in Figs. (9) and (IO). 

B (7) . . . , 
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8 (7) Results 

;he observations are plotted in Figs, (2) to (6) in 
the form +vs +. The faired curves from these fi,wcs have 

4 
been used to calculate sw as a function of the frequency 

parameter w, and these results sre plotted in Figs. (7) end 

(8). It will be observd that for each aerofoil a distinct 
curve is obtainod corresponding to each spring,but that, gen- 
crally speaking, the sets of CLZVCS for eaok aerofoil ayprox- 
lmately constitute a unique curve. A mean curve for each 

acrofoil was t‘akken and the tunnel corrections were applied as 
described in 3 (6). m results =C pl0ttea in F~g3.b) 8223 

(IO). 

Summary of &in Results. 

(I) Comparison of Theory ad Expcrimcnt 

AEfiOFOIL DATA 

PllANFOmEd - KECTANGLL4R 

zw (experimental) 
= 0.90 z w (theoretical) 

ASPECT RATIO - 4 

SECTION - NACA. 0020 

I acL r (T.E.Angle = 22') 

acL 
q 0.91 

r (T.E.Rngle = 0') 

N.B. The theoretical value of eTv taken from Ref. (2) 

aCL 
z- tslccn from Ref. (3). 

(2) c omparison of Swept and Unwept hcrofods 

I AIXOFOIL ASPECT RATIO 

3 5 cos 45O 
s,,r (sveepbaok = 45') 

( 0') 
0.91 0.61 0.707 

“vi swccpb&k c . I 

/g (8) l . . 
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§ (e) D' rscussion 

It has already been explained that the aerodymnlo 
derivative cceffioient zw may depend on Mach nmbcr, Reynolds 
nwber, frequency parameter and amplitude paramcter. 

The dependenoc of sw on Mach nmber is outside tho 
scope of the prcscnt investigation and, as pointed out in 

8 (5), it was found that zYr is independent of amplitude para- 
mctcr, at least up to -dc = 0.15. 

Referring no:< to l?igs. (7) and (8) IX? scc that CUI"ICS 
of z pT on a base of w hnvc been plotted far each aerofoil. 
Also for each ncrofoil a separate cwvc has been constructed 

oorrcsponding to each spmng. Wow, except in one instance, 
the four curves for each awofoll agree mith one another to 

within about 4 per cent. If wz accept that this scatter of 
the curves is due to experimental error WC may then conclude 

that tlz effect of Reynolds number on zw is negligible over 
the rang0 0.10 x IO6 to 0.35 x 106. 

I%owwcr, Figs. (2) to (6) show that very consistent 
experimental observations were obtained. Now, in view of this 
consistency, it would seem reasonable to expect an accuracy 
better than + 2 per cent when using the faired curves of 
Figs. (2) to (6) to obtdn the results plotted in Figs. (7) and 

(8). The following reason is advanced to explain why the 
accuracy of measurement may not have been as good as one might 
be led to bclievc by this apparent consistency. 

It has already been remarked in dnscribing the test 
proccdurc that, on account of the unsteady flow in the tunnel 
working section, Gfficulty \ns cncountcred in measuring the 

resonant frequency of oscillction of tho aorofoil. The effect 
of the unsteady flow wts to ccusc a fairly mzrkcd and. contin- 

uously varymng shift of the ccntrc of oscillation of the c.zro- 
foil. This was most noticeable with the sprigs of lowest 
stiffness. On account of this thcrc might well have been a 
tcndcncy for the resonant omplitudo of oscillation to bc con- 

sistently ovorestimnted for the springs of loT,cr stiffness, 
This mould result in n low value of z being obtained for 
these springs. From Figs. (7) and (87 it will be seen that 
in gcncrol z ~~ incrccscs with increase of spring stiffness 

(. 1.e. as PIB go from spring A to B, frcm B to C and 
from C to 3.) 

The above argument is held to be sufficiently plaus- 

ible to explain the slight scatter of the values of z,~ and 

/in . . . 
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in consequence it has been assumed that sw is actually in&- 

pendent of the Reynolds number over the range of lnvcstlgatlon. 
This enables a unique mean curve of sw to be obtained for each 

aerofo11. These unique curves have becn corrected for tunnel 

interference and the final curves are plotted in Pigs. (9) Qnd 

(IO). 

In Fig. (9) the cxperlmental results for the rcctnn- 

gular wings of aspect rntios 3, 4 and 5 arc compared with the 
thoorctical values for similar thin acrofoils of aspect ratios 

4 and 6, .a6 cnlculatcd by V.P. Jones. 

Over the range w z 0 to w = 0.5 the thcorctrcal 
relationship bctwcen sv, and w is almost linear. In 8 (6) 
it has been cxplaincd how this fact is utilised to obtain the 

expcrimcntal VKlUCS of 25" co-rrcctea for tunnel intcrfcrencc. 
It will bc obvious from porusnl of that section that the 
cxocllcnt ngrcemcnt between the shapes of the experimental and 
theoretical ourvcs is, to some extent, inherent in the simpli- 
fied method adopted for correcting for tunnel intcrfcrence. 
Ncvcrthcless, the slopes of the experimental. curves wc fixed 
by purely cxpcrimontXt results and, since these slopes arc in 
gocdagrccncnt with the theoretical results, 're have considcr- 
able justification for the method of tunnel correction employed. 

The actual magnitude of the derivative sw is 
smaller than indicated by theory; m the cnsc of the wing of 
aspect ratio 4 the cxpcrimcntal value is some 10 per cent 
smsllcr than the thcorctical vcluc as calculated fcr a flat 

plate acrofoil. It is interesting to note that this corrcs- 
pods ,al.mcst exactly vmth the d$?fcrcncc found to exist 
bctwccn the lift curve slope 2 as given by theory for a 

aa 
flat Plato acrofcil, and as given by cxpcrimcnt for a win& 
scotion having a trailing cdgc angle of 22' (the trailing 
cdgc angle of N.A.C.A. 0020 section). 

The cxpcrimcntal rcsultn for the rectangular end 
swept acrofoils arc compared in Pig. (10). The dcrivativc 
coefficient s v is smiler for the swept wings than for the 
unswept wings as would bc expected from simple theoretical 
considerations. It mll, howcvcr, be noted that the diff- 
ercncc in s ~~ for the tvro wings of aspect ratio 3 is much 
smaller than for tho ko I-lings of aspect ratio 5. This is 
another result which might be cxpccted on slnplc thcor&ioal 
grounds since it is apmrcnt that the flow over the ccntrc 
section of a swept wing must approximate c1oscly to the flow 
over an unswept wing. New1-thrlrss, the difference in 

/effect .., 
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effect of sweepback for the xings of aspect ratlo 3 and 5 
appears surprisingly large. 

The errors in the flnsl results when corrected for 
tunnel interference me bclicvcd not to exceed 2 per cent. 

g (9) Conclusions 

The tests described m tiix report show that the 
acrodynmic damping derivative zw is inrlepcndcnt of the 
mplitude pnrmetcr E/c over the range 0 to 0.15, and is 
approxtitcly mdcpcndent of Reynolds mmbcr over the rnngc 
0.10 x IO6 to 0.35 x 106 

In tm li$t of our knowlcdgc of steady acrofoil 
theory the ngrecmcnt bctwccn the results of oxperimnt and 
theory fcr the rcctangulsr rrmng of nspcct ratio 4 is good. 
The cxperimntal results for z 1 I show the smc dependomcon 
frequency parmeter as predicted by theory, but are about 
10 per cent smllcr nmxicdly. However, the trailing cage 
angle of the N.A.C.A. section is about 22' and exper5xent 

acL shms that the lift curve slope r for a section with such 
a trailing edge ,anglc may bc cxpectcd to be about 30 per cent 
less than for an amofoil Mth very smlla~ling edge angle. 
Since e 1s npproxiimtely cqud to -i d! when w is zero 
the agre~ncnt of these two results is to t: expected. 

The experimmtal results verify that the theoretical 
prediction of the depcndcncc of e 

to bc drmn fron this is that m n practical stability or 
flutter problem tic neglect or appmximtc estimation of the 
frequency po.ra?etcr will gcncrally lcod to much smallor errors 
than would be xndicatcd by the two-dincnslonal theory. 

The effect of sweepback 1s to decrease the n~xxx5cx.l 
vclues or 2, VI' For a swoepbnck of 45' z\~ amounts to about 
81 per cent of the unswept vnlui for an aspect ratio of 5 and 
to about 91 per cent for an aspect ratio of 3. 

The overall accurncy of the results corrected for 
tunnel interference should be about 5 2 per cc&. 

___---_- 
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